Enabling machines to read like human beings has been a hot issue for more than fifty years. A novel offline degraded numeral recognition method (DNRBM) based on the measure of medium truth degree (MMTD) is proposed in this paper to identify segmented degraded numeral characters in gray images. It consists of distinguishing foreground from background, rotating an image, wiping off mottles, cutting margins, calculating both statistic and structural features, and recognizing numerals by the fuzzy classifiers constructed based on MMTD using features selected by logistic regression. The experimental results show that in comparison with the template matching method and the k-NN method, the proposed method performs well on recognizing degraded numeral characters with better scalability and better recognition performance.
Introduction
Offline recognition of numerals has many practical applications such as automatic number plate recognition and zip code recognition 1 . As a classical and challenging problem, it has been studied for many years. Many methods for offline recognition of English, Arabic (Indian), and Persian printed or handwritten numeral characters have been proposed [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . However, only a few of them have taken degraded English numerals into account [4] [5] [6] . Besides, most methods need a large number of samples for training, which are not always obtainable. This paper aims to address degraded english numeral recognition using proposed fuzzy classifiers fit for a small quantity of training samples, and to test the classification performance of the proposed fuzzy classifiers by taking the numeral recognition as an example. Numeral recognition usually includes such processes as preprocessing on input images, feature extraction, feature selection, classification based on different classifiers, such asnumeral characters in gray images. The method consists of such steps as distinguishing foreground color from background color, rotating a monochrome image, wiping off mottles in an image, cutting margins of an image, calculating features, and recognizing numerals by the fuzzy classifiers that are established based on the measure of medium truth degree (MMTD) [11] [12] and several features selected by an embedded feature selection approach using the logistic regression.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Features are presented and feature selection is addressed in Section 2, where two types of features are used. A classification approach based on MMTD (CBM) to recognize degraded numeral characters (DNRBM) is proposed in Section 3. In Section 4, experiments are conducted to verify the performance of the proposed recognition method, where the MMTD based classifiers are compared to k-NN classifiers based on the same training and test sets since k-NN classifiers usually achieve high performance. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section 5.
Feature Definition and Feature Selection
Features are the information extracted from the image of a word or character, and they are used to build classifiers for classification 1 . In this paper, we assume that there is only one degraded character in a gray image and the image size and the character size are variable. One challenge in feature extraction from a degraded character in a gray image is to locate the character therein. The other challenge is to define features that are dependent on numerals and robust, such as independent of the character size and having almost invariable values for the same numeral in images with different degrees of clarity, as well as to determine which features are more suitable for classification.
Distinguishing between foreground and background
To determine the character location in a gray image, the image should be firstly converted to a black-and-white image. The pixels in the foreground are generally less than those in the background; thus we design the following algorithm to distinguish between foreground and background: 1) Read the gray image, and store the pixels in the array pixs with pixs(0,0) and pixs (height-1,width-1) denoting the pixel at the top left corner and the pixel at the bottom right corner;
2) Get the frequency (i.e. number of pixels) for each color value in the image;
3) Find the color with the maximum number of pixels, denoted as c 1 ; if the image has only this color then return error; 4) Try to find the color with the maximum number of pixels, denoted as c 2 , among colors with the gaps between those and c 1 bigger than a threshold, e.g. the total number of all colors (e.g. 256 for 8 bit pixel) divided by 4; if there is no such color, then try to find the color with the maximum number of pixels among colors except c 1 , also denoted as c 2 ;
5) Count the number of pixels on the borders with their colors nearer to c 2 than to c 1 ; if the number is greater than 65% of the total number of pixels on the borders, then swap c 1 and c 2 ;
6) If c 1  c 2 , then the pixels with their colors (c 1 +c 2 )/2 are set to the specified background color (for example, white), and other pixels are set to the specified foreground color (for example, black); If c 1  c 2 , then the pixels with their colors (c 1 +c 2 )/2 are set to the background color, and other pixels are set to the foreground color.
Wiping off mottles
The original gray image may be blurry, thus it is better to wipe off mottles in the derived monochrome image. The foreground of the monochrome image is regarded as a set of connected subimages. If a pixel and one of its eight neighbors are both in the foreground, then the two pixels are deemed connected. If pixel A is connected with pixel B, and pixels B and C are connected, then pixels A and C are also deemed connected. Any pixel in a connected subimage is not connected to any pixel outside the subimage.
We deem that the character in the image consists of one or few big connected subimages, while other connected subimages containing few pixels in the image are regarded as mottles. We design the following algorithm to wipe off mottles: 1) Find all connected subimages and count the pixel number of every subimage;
Starting at any foreground pixel p, the connected subimage containing the pixel p can be found by recursively inspecting each of its neighbor foreground pixels to find all foreground pixels connected with the pixel p.
2) A subimage with its pixel number less than a threshold, e.g. 7 percent of the total number of foreground pixels, is taken as a mottle;
3) A subimage with its pixel number less than a threshold, e.g. 25 percent of the pixel number of the biggest subimage, is taken as a mottle; 4) Wipe off mottles by setting the pixels in the mottles to the background color.
Cutting margins
This step is to cut margins of the new monochrome image so as to locate the numeral character therein. In fact, we do not actually cut the margins, and just need to know the coordinates for the top left corner and the bottom right corner of the foreground. This step includes the following processes:
1) Find the minimum rectangle containing all foreground pixels with the top left corner denoted as (lowrow, lowcol), and the bottom right corner denoted as (highrow, highcol);
2) If the width of the foreground is less than 6, then set lowcol=max(lowcol-2,0), highcol=min(highcol+2, width-1);
3) If highcol-lowcol+1 is still less than 6 or highrow-lowrow+1 is less than 6, then return error; else the subimage with the top left corner (lowrow, lowcol) and the bottom right corner (highrow, highcol) is the normalized image filled with a numeral character. Figure 1 shows two original images, and the resulted images after processed by steps in Secs. 2.1~2.3. The images in two rectangles are the normalized images, whose features are to be calculated. Twenty-eight statistic features X 0~X26 and X 28 as well as one structural feature X 27 are defined in this paper. Each normalized image is logically divided into a 33 grid (three rows and three columns) averagely, as shown in Fig. 2 . The fore 27 features and the feature X 28 are defined based on the grid; all features are defined as follows: where i=0,1,2,…,26, r=i/9, c=(i%9)/3, i/9 and i%9 mean the integral quotient and the arithmetical compliment of i divided by 9 respectively, n r,c denotes the number of foreground pixels in grid (r,c), n r and n c denote the number of foreground pixels in the row r and that in the column c respectively, and n all denotes the total number of all foreground pixels. Which of the fore 27 features are used for classification depends on the results of feature selection, while X 27 and X 28 are directly used to construct fuzzy classifiers since they are intuitively distinguishing.
Calculating features
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Feature selection based on logistic regression
Feature selection can help to provide faster and more efficient models so as to generate more reliable estimates by excluding noises and focusing on a smaller number of features 13 . We adopt an embedded feature selection approach using the logistic regression.
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termed a logistic regression coefficient, X j is an independent variable, and logit is a dependent variable. Finally, let alpha be 0.05, and then maximum likelihood estimate of the coefficient of a feature having a p-value of 0.05 or less is considered to be statistically significant. Each feature with statistically significant parameter estimate should be selected. In this study, features selected from X 0~X26 consist of X 0~X3 , X 5~X8 , X 11 , X 14 , X 16 , X 17 , X 20 , X 23 , and X 26 .
Classification based on MMTD
We propose a classification approach based on MMTD (the measure of medium truth degree 11 ) (CBM) to recognize degraded numeral characters (DNRBM).
Measure of medium truth degree
Definition 1. Assume f 1 : X→R, f 2 : X→R are two types of one-dimensional quantification mappings for set X of objects. Let P(x) be a predicate, and two distance ratio functions relative to P, that is, h T1 : f 1 (X)R and h T2 : f 2 (X)R are defined as below: 
Definition 2.
Ten predicates used for numeral character recognition are defined as: A i (x): the numeral a i is in the image x, 0 ≤ i ≤ 9, where xX, and the object set X={segmented degraded images}, a 0~a9 denote 10 numeral characters ('0'~'9') to be identified.
Definition 3. The truth degree function of X relative to
where 
Parameter setting
It is obviously that the numeral 1 differs greatly from other numerals in the feature X 27 (i.e. m 27 ), thus only this feature is chosen to identify the numeral 1. Features in the following set are used for identifying other numerals: S subf = {X 0~X3 , X 5~X8 , X 11 , X 14 , X 16 , X 17 , X 20 , X 23 , X 26 , X 28 } (8) If a feature is chosen, then its weight in Eq. (7) is simply set to 1, otherwise 0. Thus, w 1-27 is set to 1, and w 1-28 as well as w 1-k ( k=0,1,2,…26 ) are set to 0; w i-0~wi- to be p1, p3 respectively; } }
Fuzzy classifiers and basic recognition algorithm
To discern which numeral is in an image, a total of 10 fuzzy classifiers are constructed according to Eq. (7) where parameters are set according to Sec. 3.2. Each classifier produces a truth degree that a certain numeral is in an image. Then, we can derive two most possible numerals in the image from ten truth degrees. We design the following basic offline recognition algorithm using ten classifiers to identify degraded numeral characters given features of an image x: 1) Compute ten truth degrees g nT-M-i (0 ≤ i ≤ 9) according to Eq. (7);
2) If g nT-M-1 <0.1, then save the value and set it to be  ;
3) Find the highest truth degree denoted as g nT-M-k1 , and the second highest one denoted as g nT-M-k2 ; 4) Reset g nT-M-1 to be the saved value if it is  ; return the likeliest numeral k1, the second likeliest numeral k2, g nT-M-k1 , and g nT-M-k2 .
CBM-based recognition
To improve the recognition accuracy, we studied further degraded images. We find that characters leaning a little to the left or to the right in an image are not unusual. So, to recognize the numeral in an image, we not only discern the original image, but also discern the left rotated image and the right-rotated image derived from the original image if needed. The likeliest numeral with the maximal value among three highest truth degrees for three kinds of images may be regarded as the numeral in the image.
We present the following rotation algorithm to rotate a monochrome image: 1) Assume a monochrome image as shown in Fig. 3 is to be turned left or right, point C(midi, midj) with midi = height/2 and midj = width/2 is the center pixel of the image, point A(i, j) is a pixel in the foreground, and point A'(x, y) is the point A after the image is rotated.
We use positive values to represent radians of left turn, while negative values for radians of right turn. Figure 3 shows that point A is turned left to A' with α radians.
2) For each foreground pixel A(i, j), do the following to determine its position (x, y) in the rotated image:
Set β = arcsine ((midi-i)/|AC|); If (j<=midj), then x = midi -|AC|*sin(β-α); y = midj -|AC|*cos(β-α); Else x = midi-|AC|*sin(β+α); y = midj + |AC|*cos(β+α); The whole recognition procedure is described as follows:
1) Use training samples with several samples for each numeral to construct ten classifiers according to Eq. (7) where weights as well as parameters for the distance ratio functions are set as stated in Sec. 3.2.
2) Set LIMIT1=0.75, LIMIT2=0.75, LIMIT3=0.3; 3) For a degraded gray image x to be identified, do { Compute the features of the image x according to Secs. 2.1~2.4; Call the basic offline recognition algorithm in Sec. 3.3, and then set d11, d12, truth11 and truth12 to be the returned four values (i.e. k1, k2, g nT-M-k1 and g nT-M-k2 ) respectively; If (truth11>=LIMIT1 or (truth11>=LIMIT3 and truth11-truth12 >= LIMIT2)), then Set d1 = d11, and d2 = d12; Else { Call the basic offline recognition algorithm, and then set d31, d32, truth31 and truth32 to be the returned four values respectively; Set d1=di1, and d2=di2, where truthi1 is the max of truth11, truth21, and truth31; } } Assert d1 to be the likeliest numeral, and d2 to be the second likeliest numeral in the image x. }
Experimental Results
We have implemented a numeral character recognition system according to the proposed method, and adopt 400 degraded gray images from Ref. 14 as the test dataset, where only a total of 80 relatively legible as well as upright images with 8 samples for each numeral are taken as training samples.
First we show recognition results of DNRBM for some images including two images in Fig. 1 in Table 1 , where d11, d12, d21, d22, d31, d32, d1 and d2 refer to Sec. 3.4. It shows that the numeral in a degraded image can often be deduced just from recognition results for the original image; however, when there is no truth degree remarkable enough in ten truth degrees for the original image, it is necessary to rotate the image and discern further, that renders the recognition accuracy improved.
Next we show the process of locating the character in a degraded gray image by DNRBM in Fig. 4 and Fig.5 . They show that both distinguishing foreground from background and wiping off mottles contribute to clearing blurs and converting a degraded gray image to a clear image; while rotating can make an image more upstanding that is beneficial to classification as shown in Table 1 . Next, we compare the recognition accuracy using our method (DNRBM) and the template matching method (TMM) 10 implemented by Ref. 14 in Table 2 . Experimental results show that DNRBM recognition rates for numerals 4,5,7,9 are notably higher than the TMM; when only the likeliest numerals (d1) considered as the recognition results, the average recognition rate of DNRBM reaches 93% with 11% higher than TMM. When considering both d1 and d2, a recognition error means that neither d1 nor d2 is the actual numeral, and the average recognition rate increases to 97%.
Experimental results also show that our method is a little worse in some cases. With regard to 40 test samples of numeral 8, we find 7 samples are misclassified as numeral 5. As to 40 test samples of numeral 3, 4 samples are misclassified as numeral 4, and 3 ones are misclassified as numeral 7. The misclassifications may mainly attribute to: (1) features not good enough for discriminating the numeral pairs "8-5", "3-4", "3-7", "5-6"; (2) rotating the character in an image without adapting well to the leaning degree; and (3) false distinguishing foreground from background. 0  40  0  0  0  1  40  2  3  2  2  41  6  2  1  3  40  5  7  7  4  40  17  0  0  5  40  11  3  0  6  39  2  2  0  7  40  13  3  1  8  40  6  8  1  9  40  10  0  0   Average  recognition rate  82%  93%  97% Finally, we have implemented k-NN classifiers based recognition method for comparison with DNRBM since k-NN classifiers usually achieve high performance. The k-NN classifiers take X 0~X26 or X 0~X28 as features that are calculated according to Secs. 2.1, 2.3 and 2.4, use the same training and test sets as DNRBM, and adopt Euclidean distance metric and weighted or simple voting scheme. The weights for the nearest neighbor and the second nearest one for 2-NN are 0.6, 0.5 respectively, 0.5, 0. Table 3 shows the recognition accuracy for k-NN classifiers with different k, features and the voting scheme. In comparison with the k-NN classifiers based recognition method, DNRBM reveals better recognition accuracy. 
Conclusions
The contribution of this paper is fourfold. First, an effective approach is proposed to locate the character in a degraded gray image. Secondly, this work has proved that using logistic regression to obtain a reduction in the number of features is effective. Thirdly, this work has used both statistic and structural features, and experimental results highlight that integrating various features of objects for recognition is usually a good idea. Finally, this work indicates again that the measure of ndimensional medium truth degree is suitable for multiclass classification for its scalability 15 , and moreover, classification based on MMTD performs well when only a small number of samples available for training. We plan to work on the proposed method DNRBM further to promote the recognition accuracy by designing more simple and useful features, as well as by designing more intelligent algorithms to distinguish foreground from background, to rotate images more adaptively, to wipe off mottles, and to refine results of fuzzy classifiers to make a final decision.
